CINEMA AND BEYOND
Program 06.11.2016 – 17.11.2016
CINEMA AND BEYOND I
Monday, 07.11.16, 7pm
At Iwalewa-Haus (Foyer)

 Screening:
Behind the Sea
Hicham Lasri

THE SEA IS BEHIND
A film by HICHAM LASRI

البحر من وراءك

PHOTOGRAPHS AMEL JEMAI

THE SEABEHIND - CAST MALEK AKHMISS - HASSAN BADDAA - SALAH BENSAHAT - FAREOUZ AMIRI - YASSINE SERKAL - MOHAMMED AOURAGH - ADIL LASRI - ZINEB SIAM - HANANE ZOUNI - NAFY RAHALLAHI - PRODUCED BY RACCORD CINE ET SERVICES - PAN PROD - MOON & DEAL FILMS - LA PROD - DOP SAID SLIMANI - SOUND MOHAMMED AWAJ - PATRICE MENDIPEZ - EDITING ABDESSAMAD CHAGHOUT - MUSIC "AYNA L'MAFAR" & "GRIMMA AWARDS" BY HOBA HOBA SPIRIT - "YA HADA" BY IBARA - "PORQUE LLORAS" BY SAMIRA KADIRI - "NAMOUS" & "MY LOVE" BY LOONOPE - WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY HICHAM LASRI
“Cape Fear: Discussing the South African Thriller”
In Conversation with Carey McKenzie (Director of “Cold Harbour”)

Moderation: Ivo Ritzer
CINEMA AND BEYOND III
Friday, 11.11.16, 5-6.30pm
At Iwalewa-Haus (Foyer)

Screening:
Bazou, monde sans date
Walls
Narcisse Wandji
CINEMA AND BEYOND IV
Friday, 11.11.16, 8-10pm
At Iwalewa-Haus (Foyer)

Screening:  
Naked Reality  
Jean-Pierre Bekolo
CINEMA AND BEYOND V
Saturday, 12.11.16, 4-5.30pm
At Iwalewa-Haus (Foyer)

Round Table:
“Imaginary and Aesthetic”
CINEMA AND BEYOND VI
Saturday, 12.11.16, 8pm
At Iwalewa-Haus (Foyer)

Screening:
Dis ek, Anna
Sara Blecher
Mit freundlicher Unterstützung von Institut für Afrikastudien, Bayreuth Academy of Advanced African Studies, BIGSAS, Romanistik, Universität Bayreuth, Cineplex und Stadt Bayreuth